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Xenia Nikolskaya 

DUST         

 

EGYPT’S FORGOTTEN ARCHITECTURE

Egypt is one of the most densely populated countries in 
the world and has a colonial history that stretches back
centuries. From 1882 until 1952 it was under British rule 
although nominal independence was granted in 1922.

Between 1860 and 1940, Cairo and other large Egyptian
cities witnessed a major construction boom that gave birth
to extraordinary palaces and lavish buildings. These incor-
porated various architectural styles, such as Beaux-arts 
or Moorish Revival, with local design heritage influences 
and materials. Today many lie empty and neglected, with
no legislation protecting historic buildings less than a 
hundred years old. 

Russian-born photographer Xenia Nikolskaya has docu-
mented these extraordinary structures. She has gained 
exceptional access and has photographed at some thirty 
locations including Cairo, Alexandria, Luxor, Minya, Esna,
and Port Said. Sadly, the state of Egypt’s forgotten colonial
architecture is now rapidly succumbing to time, a property
market frenzy, and an ongoing overpopulation crisis. Since
she began the project a number of these spaces have been 
demolished, whilst others have gone through a process 
of regeneration and modernisation.

£30.00 UK / $48.00 USA
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Nikolskaya, X. (2012) Dust: Egypt’s Forgotten Architecture. Stockport, UK: Dewi
Lewis, Cover and selection double spreads
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The Image Index from “Dust: Egypt’s Forgotten 
Architecture”
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ACADEMIC JOURNAL ARTICLE

Afterimage

A Subject of Time
By Hosni, Ahmad

Read preview

(/read/1G1-

307790949/a-subject-of-

time)

Article excerpt

Dust: Egypt's Forgotten Architecture

By Xenia Nikolskaya

Dewi Lewis Publishing, 2012

128 pp./$30.00 (hb)

Dust: Egypt's Forgotten Architecture is a book by Xenia Nikolskaya about Egypt's
decaying colonial architecture--buildings in a premortem state. Nobody knows how
long they will be around before being demolished and the land resold for more
profitable use. Although some of them are great works of architecture, they stand in
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Journals (/library/t3030/art-and-architecture-journals)  » Afterimage (/library/p3843/afterimage)  » Article details,

"A Subject of Time"
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purgatory collecting dust. They daft back to what is regarded as Egypt's belle epoque.

The denomination itself could be contested but, roughly speaking, the starting point

is marked by the reign of the Europhile Khedive Ismail Pasha in 1863. It reached its

apogee with the Opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, lasting until the onset of the

1952 military coup and eventually ending with Nasser's socialist reforms in the early

1960s.

[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED]

Most of the architecture featured in the book belong to a later phase in that era--

namely, that which began with the nationalist revolt of 1919 and ended with the,

military revolution of 1952. After the socialist reforms of 1962, some of these

buildings were nationalized, while the rest were left subject to real estate legislations

that reduced proprietorship to nominal status. They were left to rot, slowly, in the

dust. The defilement of such spatial objects--whether intentional or not--meant the

purging of the social order of colonial times and entry into the postcolonial.

Out of ruination springs the myth of a golden age. Nasser's efforts to derogate that

period did not succeed in erasing it, but conversely engendered an historical

imaginary of the old times. For some reason, architectural artifacts fared less well in

public reverence than the artistic representations of the colonial era. It would seem as

if a conspicuous materiality of the epoch--in the form of architectural products on the

urban landscape--would work against the evolution of the epoch-myth. Continuity

between present and past has to be severed; buildings must become monuments--or

ruins if they are to work on the collective imaginary.

These buildings did not stand posturing at any monumentality. On the contrary, they

drifted down a decaying path, melting away among an unregulated urban sprawl.

They were leveled with their environs. And, if not physically, they were reduced to a

state of banality of an everyday present that renders them invisible even to the city's

inhabitants, like aging tombstones enshrouded by a growing forest of urbanism.

Nonetheless, even if they did not exist in their full visibility, they would regularly

resurface in public culture all the more refreshed. What better epitome than that of

Alaa Al Aswany's bestselling novel from 2002 (and in 2006 a blockbuster movie) 'The

We use cookies to deliver a better user experience and to show you ads based on your interests. By using our website, you

agree to the use of cookies as described in our Privacy Policy (/privacy-policy)
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racoubian Building, in which the whole narrative is set around one building--one of
those buildings--where space is an allegory for the entire country, and ruination is
the predicament of both. Who would have taken notice of the same edifice standing
timidly among the overgrowth of cement and signs and human commotion of
downtown Cairo anyway? With its dilapidated facades and rusty vestibule, there is
nothing particularly distinctive about it, after all. Yet it made perfect sense, to anchor
historiography into one contained spatial object. Architecture is a repository of time.

Cairo, Alexandria, and Port Said are among those postcolonial cities of iconographic
nostalgia where it is always possible to excavate a lost time. The bookstore at the
American University in Cairo is ripe with English books about Egypt's lost
"something." Dust will find its place on the bookshelf; but that. is probably on
account of the subtitle, Egypt's Forgotten Architecture. I am more in favor of the title
myself than the subtitle. In its banality, "Dust" is an unexpected syntagm to the
concealed monumentality of these spaces; it moves beyond the forgotten into the
abjectness of a wasteland where these ruins are on display. …
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